Throw A Picnic-Themed Burger Bash

Throw the perfect end of summer party with inspiration from this pink and purple burger bash. Learn how to create the look!
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Casual Picnic Table Vibe

To create a casual picnic table feel but with a modern twist, a traditional gingham pattern in hot pink was used.
Pick A Party Theme

For this burger bash we chose a picnic theme and used a gingham pattern in pink and purple throughout.
Gingham Print Ribbon

Tie napkins with a touch of gingham print ribbon to accentuate the theme.
Picnic-Theme Place Settings

Silver and white placemats look fresh and clean under the plate, menu and napkins dressed up with a touch of pink.
Recycle Jars for Vases

Place flowers in existing jars for a pretty and casual vibe.
Themed Menu Cards

Menu cards can easily be printed at home.
Purple Wild Flowers

Simple wild flowers add a dash of color
Try Unexpected Touches

Set up drinks in unexpected places to delight your guests.
Pink and Purple Décor

Enhance the overall experience with decor using things such as candles, flowers, linens.
Print Your Own Menu Cards

Print menu cards at home to enhance the experience.
Pink and Purple Flowers

Fresh pink and purple flowers go well with the pink gingham pattern running along the table.
Set Up A Bar with Summer Ingredients

Use summer ingredients to dress up cocktails.
Experiment with Peaches and Cherries

Fresh peaches and a big bowl of cherries are drink additions that scream summer bliss.
Seasonal Centrepieces

Centrepieces were created with items that were in season and matched the theme.
A Signature Drink

Create a signature cocktail or mocktail to welcome guests to your party.
Accessorize with Decorative Straws

Pick decorative straws that stick to the colour scheme to dress up drinks.
Small Details Count

It's the small details that will take your summer entertaining from ordinary to extraordinary.
A Burger Bash With Variety

Almost any meat can hold up on the grill, as well as seafood, such as salmon and tuna. Vegetarians can also delight in a burger bash by using ground bean (black beans, chic peas) patties, portabella mushrooms and even tofu burgers.
Get Creative with Sliders

Small potted ivy plants hold labels to identify the burgers.
Gingham Pattern

A planter wrapped in gingham print feels right at home with the picnic theme.
A Gorgeous Burger Display

Burgers: what's not to love? They sizzle with juiciness, anyone can make them and they are a great excuse to gather friends and family for an end of summer backyard BBQ.
Mini Burger Bar

Try smaller size burgers for more variety.
Manage the Flow

Think about your evening as a series of spaces.
A Stunning Summer Table Setting

Vases, soup jars, glasses, bowls can all be mixed and match and used however you want. Use them as candle holders, vases or even for serving drinks or food.
In-Season Desserts Work Best

We served fresh berry cobbler for a sweet ending.
Enjoy An End of Summer Bash

Feel free to experiment in the kitchen and most importantly have fun!